A cluster analysis is performed of ionizations in tracks produced by the most abundant nuclei in the charge and energy spectra of the galactic cosmic rays. The frequency distribution of clusters is estimated for cluster sizes comparable to the DNA molecule at different packaging levels. For this purpose, an improved K-mean-based algorithm is suggested. This technique allows processing particle tracks containing a large number of ionization events without setting the number of clusters as an input parameter. Using this method, the ionization distribution pattern is analyzed depending on the cluster size and particle's linear energy transfer. 
INTRODUCTION
Clarifying the biological effect of high-charge, high-energy (HZE) atomic nuclei of space origin has been one of the main problems of space radiobiology in recent years. The intense study of the biological consequences of exposure to this space radiation component is mainly determined by tasks connected with planning long-term manned space missions outside the Earth's magnetosphere. The measurements of space radiation spectra and numerous Earthbased radiobiological experiments showed that HZE particles are a major health risk factor limiting the maximum mission length. The charge spectrum of the galactic cosmic rays (GCR) is usually broken down into three main groups, namely, the carbon group (Z = 5−8), magnesium group (Z = 10−15), and iron group (Z = 25−30). Protons and alpha particles (Z = 1 and Z = 2, respectively) represent a special GCR fraction, which is usually considered separately from the HZE nuclei. The fraction constituted by the nuclei with Z higher than two is relatively small. On the average, GCR consist of 85% protons, 14% alpha particles, and 1% heavier nuclei [1] . The most probable energy of GCR particles is 0.5Ä1.0 GeV/nucleon. Despite the small portion of HZE particles, their penetration ability, as well as biological effectiveness, is quite signiˇcant. Due to their speciˇc pattern of energy deposition, heavy ions cause a unique kind of DNA lesion called clustered damage. These lesions can lead to potentially harmful effects such as cell transformation, induction of chromosome aberrations, apoptosis, etc. The abundant induction of clustered DNA lesions makes HZE nuclei qualitatively different from X or gamma rays.
The severity of HZE exposure strongly depends on particles' ability to form so-called ionization clusters in biological targets. From the radiobiological point of view, the most important clusters have sizes comparable to the DNA molecule at different packaging levels. These clusters are of major interest for investigation due to their ability to induce clustered DNA lesions, which are the hardest to repair.
The comparative analysis of charged particles' ability to form ionization clusters requires using special techniques that can estimate the order of the developing clusters. Here, ®orderm eans the number of ionizations within the area occupied by a cluster. One of the widely used techniques for clustering data processing is the K-means method [2, 3] . The application of this method for ionization density analysis in clusters comparable to the DNA molecule size is well demonstrated in [4] for low-Z particles. However, the implementation of K-means for HZE atomic nuclei of GCR requires modiˇcation of this algorithm. A standard representation of this technique impliesˇnding a user-speciˇed number of clusters (k) represented by their centroids. Due to the necessity of setting the number of clusters each time, this approach is not well suitable for the comparative analysis of large data sets representing ionization coordinates for different HZE particles. Another peculiarity which should be taken into account is the necessity toˇx the size of the clusters according to a chosen biological target. In this paper, we present an improved K-means clustering algorithm which meets the requirements mentioned above. This method is applied to several most abundant GCR nuclei.
1. METHOD 1.1. Track Structure Simulation. Cluster analysis implies two main subtasks. Except the development of a cluster analysis algorithm itself, it also includes the simulation of the particles' track structure. To obtain a track structure of the most abundant GCR particles, we used Monte CarloÄbased simulation technique implemented in the Geant4-DNA code, which was developed for modeling early biological lesions induced by ionizing radiation at the DNA scale [5, 6] . The physics of the atomic interaction taken into account includes ionization, excitation, and charge transfer for protons and alpha particles, and only ionization for ions heavier than helium [7, 8] . Here, a 1 μm 3 cubic volume of liquid water is used for the simulation of all particles' tracks. The length of each track segment is set at 1 μm.
Cluster Analysis Technique.
We improved the standard K-means methods suggested by Spé ath [9] and Hartigan [10] , which are widely used for the analysis of clustering. These methods imply a strong dependence of theˇnal cluster position on the initial coordinates of the cluster center. The initial coordinates of the cluster centers for the large data sets are chosen randomly or by standard initial partitioning [9] . Such calculations lead to a locally poor solution and become time-consuming for large data sets. In our study, we generate initial cluster centers andˇnd the global minimum. This is a better approach as it yields more preciseˇnal positions of clusters. It also does not require the number of clusters as an input parameter for calculations.
The other steps of the algorithm are identical to the ones in [4] . The virtual center of a cluster is calculated asx
It is represented as a three-dimensional coordinate vector. Here, m j is the number of ionizations in the C j cluster, and x i is the Cartesian coordinate of the ith ionization. To cut down the process of cluster growing, we introduce the cluster size p and the following condition to be satisˇed:
In Eq. (2), x m and x n are the coordinates of any two ionizations belonging to the same cluster C j . In this model approach, each cluster could be enfolded by a sphere of the diameter p. The value of this parameter is deˇned according to the size of a chosen biological target. When all track ionizations are divided into spherical clusters of a given size p and the coordinates of these ionizations are deˇned, we can estimate the frequency distribution of the clusters. This distribution represents the number of clusters containing j ionizations. Here, we consider j as the cluster order. The frequency distribution depends on the cluster size p and the mean free path λ i of a charged particle in the medium. Figure 1 shows the scheme of the improved clustering algorithm compared to the one developed in [4] . An example of the improved algorithm applied to a 1 GeV/nucleon iron ion track in liquid water is shown in Fig. 2 . 
Particle Track Structure Simulation.
To estimate the ability of space radiation to form ionization clusters in a biological medium, we simulated tracks of several most abundant GCR particles. We chose protons, alpha particles, and carbon and iron ions with energies of 0.1Ä1 GeV/nucleon. Examples of two-dimensional projections of tracks of these particles are shown in Fig. 3 . The simulation results are represented as the Cartesian coordinates of the produced ionizations. The coordinates of each ionization correspond to an interaction with a nonzero energy deposition. In our calculations, the initial energy of 4 He, 12 C, and 56 Fe ranged from 0.1 to 1 GeV/nucleon. This energy corresponds to the maximum of the GCR differential ux for the chosen particles. As Geant4-DNA code has limitations to simulate high-energy proton tracks, we set the maximal possible value for protons at 0.1 GeV. We also introduced a 100 eV energy production cut-off for elastic electron scattering.
Frequency Distribution Estimation.
The mean frequency distribution of clusters is computed for protons, alpha particles, and carbon and iron ions using at least 100 tracks per each particle. Figure 4 shows the calculated frequency distribution for the considered particles of an energy of 0.1 GeV/nucleon. The data is obtained for the cluster sizes of 2, 4, and 6 nm. In fact, these results represent the probability of the appearance of clusters containing certain number of ionizations. Thus, for particles of the same energy we can conclude that increasing the projectile's charge reduces the probability of low-order cluster induction. This effect becomes stronger when the cluster size increases.
In our study, the cluster sizes were set according to the DNA molecule size at different packaging levels. The 2 nm clusters correspond to the diameter of the native double-stranded DNA. The 4 nm clusters are close to the effective diameter of DNA taking into account the area of free radical production. The size of 6 nm is comparable to the height of two turns of a DNAˇlament when it winds around the histone protein core. The calculations performed for other energies revealed the dependence of the frequency distribution on linear energy transfer (LET) (Fig. 5) . The shape of the distribution curves becomes more complicated as LET increases. In particular, a bend appears in the distribution curve (Figs. 4, d and 5, c) . According to our calculations, the formation of this bend starts from the LET values close to 230 keV/μm. It also strongly depends on the cluster size. For larger clusters, the bend is observed at lower LET. For example, the curve for 0.3 GeV/nucleon 56 Fe ions (LET = 237 keV/μm) has an appreciable bend when the cluster size is 6 nm, while 2 nm clusters show no such changes, and 4 nm clusters have just a weak bend. The higher LET values yield a signiˇcant bend for 2 nm clusters as well (Fig. 4, d) .
As the calculated frequency distribution re ects ionization density in particle tracks, the obtained results show how this density changes depending on the ion charge, energy, and LET. It is shown that high-LET particles demonstrate a completely different pattern of ionization density. A speciˇc fraction of clusters is observed, which has intermediate values of the cluster order. This fraction corresponds to a curve dip obtained for all the considered cluster sizes at high LET values (Fig. 4, d) . The location of this dip in the curve and the second peak for higher cluster orders depends on the cluster size. We deˇned the ranges of the cluster order values corresponding to the curve dips. As the results for 0.1 GeV/nucleon 56 Fe ions 
CONCLUSION
Studying the ability of charged particles to form ionization clusters in a medium plays a central role in the estimation of the damaging capacity of different radiations. The clustering of ionization events in biological targets is responsible for the induction of clustered DNA lesions of different complexity, which are the most harmful and the hardest to repair.
Many problems of space radiobiology require clarifying the speciˇcs of GCR particle interactions with biological targets. This paper presents a comparative analysis of clustering patterns demonstrated by several most abundant GCR nuclei. It is shown that the frequency distribution of clusters differs depending on particles' physical characteristics and the cluster size. Much attention is paid to the analysis of the distribution at different LET. It is demonstrated that the distribution curve pattern changes signiˇcantly when LET reaches the value of about 230 keV/μm. The curve shape alterations become more visible with further increasing LET. This indicates that the distribution of clusters by their ionization density is not even for high LET. For each considered cluster size, a special portion of clusters is identiˇed with intermediate ionization density. The ranges of cluster order values for these portions are deˇned for different cluster sizes. These intervals also depend on LET and the cluster size.
In this paper, we offer an approach to analyzing ionization density taking into account the speciˇcs of energy deposition in sensitive biological structures. This method is focused exclusively on ionization events occurring at the early stages of the radiation damage process. Here, we are not concerned with the free radical species that form later as a consequence of water radiolysis and play an important role in radiation damage to DNA. Nevertheless, we suppose that the free radical species distribution should strongly depend on the ionization event distribution Å at least at the early stages of track time evolution.
